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CHAIRMAN GRAHAM: Okay. To the bottom of the agenda. Item No. 7.

MR. MCNULTY: Good morning, Commissioners.

I'd like to take this opportunity to introduce a new staff member, Aaron Reda. Aaron is a recent graduate of Florida A&M University's Master's in Business Administration. He started with us in January and he'll be introducing this item.

MR. REDA: Good morning, Commissioners. I am Aaron Reda with PSC staff. Item 7 addresses Duke Energy Florida's motion to -- for approval to reallocate its electrical vehicle charging station piolet segments, identified in its 2017 second revised and restated settlement agreement in the 2017 settlement agreement, specified in electrical vehicle charging station allocation of four different consumer segments that include multiple unit dwellings, work places, public spaces and DC fast-charging depos.

In its motion, Duke Energy Florida states it's become necessary to reallocate a portion of its proposed electrical vehicle charging stations from multiple-unit dwellings to other segments. Based on the information at hand, the staff recommends
approval of the new allocation plan set forth by Duke Energy Florida. Signatories to the original settlement have expressed to Duke Energy Florida either no objection or no position to the motion.

Staff is prepared to answer any questions you may have. And thank you, again, Commissioners.

CHAIRMAN GRAHAM: Mr. Reda, do you know that -- do you own a bow tie?

MR. REDA: Pardon?

CHAIRMAN BROWN: Do you own a bow tie?

MR. REDA: I do not.

CHAIRMAN GRAHAM: Because, you know, younger people are supposed to wear a bow tie around here.

MR. REDA: I'll remember that for the next agenda.

COMMISSIONER FAY: Mr. Reda, I'd just like to acknowledge it's much more important to grow a beard on this Commission than it is to wear a bow tie.

COMMISSIONER BROWN: No, it's not. No, it's not.

CHAIRMAN GRAHAM: We got him to finally grow the beard, but he hasn't lost the bow tie yet.

MR. REDA: Well it looks good on him, so I'd suggest you keep it.
CHAIRMAN GRAHAM: Commissioner Polmann.

COMMISSIONER POLMANN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

If you had attended FSU, I'd be compelled to say something, but since you did not, Mr. Chairman, I will move staff recommendation.

CHAIRMAN GRAHAM: Commissioner Brown.

COMMISSIONER BROWN: I'll second that. And I think this makes sense. I'm really glad that Duke brought this for us for consideration and support it. And, with that --

CHAIRMAN GRAHAM: Okay. It's been moved and seconded, staff recommendation on Item No. 7. Is there any further discussion?

(No comments made.)

CHAIRMAN GRAHAM: Seeing none, all in favor say, aye.

(Chorus of ayes.)

CHAIRMAN GRAHAM: Any opposed?

(No comments made.)

CHAIRMAN GRAHAM: By your action you've approved staff rec on Item No. 7.

Mr. Reda, welcome.

MR. REDA: Thank you.

(Agenda item concluded.)
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